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ON INTEGRAL INEQUALITIES RELATED 
TO HARDY'S 

BY 
D. T. SHUM 

1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to provide integral inequalities 
which are related to Hardy's ([2] and [3, Theorem 330]). This latter result we state 
as 

THEOREM 1. Let p>\, r^l, andf(x) be nonnegative andLebesgue integrable on 
[0, a] or [a, oo] for every a>0, according as r> 1 or r< 1. If F(x) is defined by 

\[f{t)dt (r>l), 

If'f{t)dt (r<\), 
(1) F(x) = { 

then 

(2) j ~ x"F* dx < ( |7Zïj)P /„" x"(xf)P dx 

unless f=0. The constant is the best possible. 
Our main result is stated in Theorem 2, the proof of which will be carried out 

by modifying a method given in a recent paper by Benson [1]. 

THEOREM 2. Let p> 1, r # l , andf(x) be nonnegative and Lebesgue integrable on 
[0, b] or on [a, co] according as r > 1 or r<l, where a>0,b>0. IfF(x) is defined by 
(1), then if H x~r(xf)p dx<oo in (3a) and^ x'r(xf)p dx<oo in (3b), 

(3a) [ x~rF» dx + ̂ fr-'F^b) < (f^jY! x'r{xff dx for r > 1, 

(3b) j 9 x~rFp dx+j^ (fi-'FUa) < (jzrY !" x~r(*f)p dx for r < 1, 

with equality in (3a) or (3b) only for f=0, where the constant [p/(r— l)]p or [p/(l —r)]p 

is the best possible when the left side 0/(3a) or (3b) is unchanged respectively. 

2. Preliminary lemmas. The elementary algebraic inequality from which we can 
obtain (3a) and (3b) is as follows: 

- I ( / ? - l ) > 0 for all* > 0 and t * I - J 

k 1/CP-D 

= 0 for t (f 
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where c is any positive number, and/?> 1. This can be verified by using elementary 
calculus. 

LEMMA 1. Let u(x) be absolutely continuous on [a,b] with u'(x)>0 a.e. Also, 
suppose that Q{x) is positive and continuous on (a, b), and G(u, x) is continuously 
differentiable for x in [a, b] and u in the range of the function u(x), with Gu(u, x) > 0. 
Then, if the integral exists, 

rb / r\ PKP -1) 

(5) J {Gw'p+(£) {p-VGi'o-VQ-M-v+cGJdx 

> c{G(u(b),b)-G(u(a),a} 

where c is any positive number, p>\ and Gu = (d/du)G(u, x), Gx = (d/dx)G(u, x). 
Equality holds if and only if the differential equation 

/r\ii(p-i)/a \ i / ( p - i ) 
(6) "• - (a (!) 
is satisfied almost everywhere. 

Proof. By taking t = uf(GJQyiKp'1) in (4), and then multiplying by 
g(G«/g)p/(p~1) wehave 

( r\PKP-D 
£ ) ( p - ^ G S ^ - ^ g " 1 ^ - " > cu'Gu, 

that is, 
/C\PKP-D d 

Qu'P+\ë) ip-l)Gpu,(p^Q'1,(p-1) + cGx > c^G(u,x), 

proving (5) by integrating both sides of the above inequality from a to b. 
Equality holds in (5) if, and only if, 

/Q \ - 1/(P - 1) / c\ l/(p - 1) 

- * f ê ) - (D 
almost everywhere. This is equivalent to (6). 

LEMMA 2. Let f(x) be nonnegative and Lebesgue integrable on [0, b] or on [a, oo] 
according asr>lorr<\, and let F(x) be defined by (1). Then if I \xv~ rfp{x) dx<oo, 
wherep>\ andb>0, 

lim J C 1 " 1 ^ * ) = 0 ifr > 1. 

Similarly if\% xp~rfp(x) dx<co, wherep>\ and a>0, then 

Umx1-rFp(x) = 0 ifr<l. 
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Proof. By using Holder's inequality we have, in case r> 1, 

F(x)= [Xf(t)dt= {* (t<*-r>l*f(t))t<r-*>lp dt 
Jo Jo 

a x \ilp i rx \(P-1)IP 

tp-rfp(t)dt\ M t«-p)Kp~v dt) 
Hence, by using the fact that (r-p)/(p-l) > - 1 we obtain as x -> 0+ 

= {,(l)(^1-^-1>x(r-1)/(p-1>)p-1 = o(l), 

proving the part of the lemma with r> 1. The second part of the lemma can be 
proved by using precisely the same argument as above. 

LEMMA 3. Let f and F be as noted in Theorem 1, and suppose that p>l.Ifr>l 
and S 5° x~rFp dx«x>, then lim*-» x1-rFp(x) = 0, while ifr<\ and ft x~rFp dx<oo9 

then lim*_0
+ x^'F'fâ^O. 

Proof. Assume the first part of the lemma is false. Therefore there exists a 
sequence {bn}(bn -> oo) such that b\ ~ rFp(bn) > 8 for some S > 0, where we may assume 
2<2bn<bn + 1. Then, 

r»oo oo r*2bt oo /*2bt 

x-TF\x) dx > 2 x~rF%x)dx> 2 F*(bd\ x~* dx 
Jl i = l Jbt i = l Jbt 

91- r 1 oo 

I " " ' i = l 

which is a contradiction. 
The proof of the second part of the lemma is similar. 

3. Proof of Theorem 2. We first prove (3a). Let 

u(x) = F(x) = \*f{x) dt, Q(x) = xp~\ G(u, x) = -^L. 
Jo x 

Then, from (5) with a>0, we obtain 

{xp- ' /p+(-) (p-\)pvKl"1)FVx-r-c(r-\)Fpx-T}dx 

> ciF^b^-'-F^a1-'), 

or 

f {*-'(*/)" + [c»'»-»0>-l)-c(r-l)]x-rFp}dx 
(7) Ja 

> c(F^)Z>1-r-JF"(a)a1-'-) 
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for all c> 0. Now on letting a -> 0+ , and using the first part of Lemma 2, we obtain 

(8) f {x-r(xfy+ [CPKP-I)(P_ 1 ) - C ( r - l)]x~rFp} dx > cF^b1"' 

for all c>0. After setting h1(c) = cpKp~1)(p — 1) — c(r— 1), by elementary calculus 
we find that /^(c) attains its minimum at c0 = [(r—l)/p]p~1 and that Ai(c0) = 
— [(r-~l)//?]p. Putting c=cQ in (7) and (8) respectively we obtain 

(9) -/a 

> [(r-l)/p]p-1[i7 P(e)61- r-i7 P(^)a1- r], 

(10) f {x- r(x/)p-[(r-l)/p]px- rFp}rfx > [(r-l) / j7]p-1^(è)61- r . 

EquaUty holds in (9) if and only if/(x) satisfies the differential equation determined 
by (6) with c=c0, that is, 

uXx) - TO - (*) ( I ) 
/ r „ \ i / ( p - D 

= (- ) (pFixy-w-'x*-*)1"*-» 

and hence 

That is, 

^ {xa"r)lpF(x)} = 0 forx>0, 

from which we have 

for some constant X, which is impossible unless ^ = 0 , since it would make 
J o x~r(xf)p dx divergent. Hence f=0 if equality holds in (9). Now for 0<a<fi<b 
set 

Then from (9) we see that l(a,f$)>0 for 0<a<p<b; but then this implies that 
I(a, ft) does not decrease as the interval (a, /?) expands, since 

/(«, |3) = j ' {x-\xff- (^yx-'F>- (jy-J'1 2x F'i*)*1-'} dx 

is a nonnegative, additive interval function. Now for any/(*) =É 0, l(a,fi)>0 for 
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0<a<p<b by what we have just proved, and hence 1(0, b)>I(a,P)>0 for any 
f(x)^0. This implies that equality holds in (10) if, and only if,f(x) = 0. By multi
plying both sides of (10) by [p/(r- l)]p>0 we get (3a). 

To complete the proof we only need to show that the constant is the best possible 
as stated in Theorem 2. Suppose now that K(p, r, b) is the best possible constant 
before the integral of x~r(xf)p for fixed p, r, and b when p(r-l)-1Fp(b)b1~r is 
unchanged on the left side of (3a). Now let/(x)=x-1+[(r-1)/p]+e (e>0); then 

F(X) = jcc<r-1)/rt + « / (— + e\, 

and hence from (3a) we have 

K{p9r9b) f x~1+spdx- Fx~1+epl— + 3)'*dx > ( ; ^ W — + * ) " * 

or 

K(p,r>b)b^(ep)^-b^(ep)-'{^ + eyP > ( - ^ *"(£_!+ «)" 

That is, 

^,. t ) . (^i+ . ) ->( r4 I) .^+ . ) - . 
By letting e -> 0+ we have 

for any fixed p, r, and b, thus completing the proof. 
In order to prove (3b), let u(x)=-F(x)=-fZf(t)dt9 Q(x)=xp-r, and 

G(u, x)= -(-uYx1-*. Then from (5) with a>0, we have 

f {XP - rfv + ( ^ _ lyvKP - DFPX- r _ c ( ! __ r ) /TP x - r} <fr > cpp^al - r __ cfPQ^b1 ' r 

Ja 

or 

(7') f {* " r(*/)p + [(/> - l)cp/(p "1} - c(l - r)]Fpx ~r} dx > cF^a1 ~r - cF^fyb1 ~r 

for all c>0. After setting A2(c) = cp / ( p-1 )(p-l)-c( l-r) , one finds that A2(c) 
attains its minimum at c' = [(l-r)/p]p-1 and /r2(c')=-[(1- r)/^]p- Putting c = c' 
in (7') we have 

j\x-%xf)p(—\PFpx-'}dx > ^^P~\Fp(a)a1'r-Fp(b)b1^} 

or, multiplying by [p/(l— r)]p>0, 
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for all 0 < a < b <oo. Equality holds in (11) if and only if/(x) satisfies the differential 
equation determined by (6) with c=c', that is, u'= -F' = (c,/p)1Kp'1)(GJQ)1,(p''1\ 
After precisely the same argument as in the proof of (3a), one finds that for a 
given a>09 equality holds in (11) if and only if/(x) = 0. Now taking the limit of 
both sides of (11) as b -» oo, on using the second part of Lemma 2 we obtain (3b) 
without the equality clause. However the condition for equality follows by the 
same argument used before, so that equality holds in (3b) if and only if f(x) = 0. 

The proof of the best possible constant in (3b) is precisely the same as in the 
corresponding part of the proof of (3a) except that we now take/(x) = x ~1 + C(r "1)/p3 "e 

for all x>a in the course of proof. 

REMARK 1. It is easily seen that if in (2), with r> 1, one sets/(jc) = 0 for x>b, 
then Hardy's inequality gives a slightly weaker result than (3a). For the right side 
of (2) reduces to the right side of (3a) while the left side of (2) becomes 

f x~rFpdx+r x~rFpdx = f x~rFp dx + -^-r F'ifyb1-'. 
JO J b JO r ~ t 

Similarly, if one sets/(x) = 0 for x<a in (2), with r < l , then Hardy's inequality 
reduces to 

r x-rFpdx+j^-ra
1-rFp(a) < (j^Y (* x'XxfY dx, 

and this is weaker than (3b). 

REMARK 2. On the other hand, if we strengthen the hypothesis in Theorem 2 by 
assuming J £ xp~rfp dx<co in both cases r > 1 and r < 1, which is the hidden hypo
thesis in Theorem 1, then Hardy's inequality (2) follows as an immediate Corollary 
of (3a) and (3b) without the condition f=0 for equality, by using the appropriate 
part of Lemma 3 for r> 1 and r< 1 respectively. The strict inequality in (2) follows 
by the same argument involving /(a, ft) used before. The proof that the constant 
is best possible is similar to that given in Theorem 2. 
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